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Part I : Prehistory
Overview
The history of India’s stone-age is recoverable largely from the archaeological record of its three stages:
Palaeolithic (c.1,000,000 BCE- 40,000 BCE), Mesolithic (c. 40,000 BCE-7,000 BCE) and Neolithic (c.
7,000 BCE- 3,00 BCE). It is important to state that these dates, especially the earliest ones, are not
conclusive and undergo constant revision in light of new research. Recent excavations near Madras
suggests a radical shift in the chronology of the earliest tool-making hominid communities in the
subcontinent. Similarly, work at a site in Pakistan has already provided evidence that has changed our
understanding of the Neolithic period. In studying stone-age subsistence patterns, it is important to
emphasise that they are not mutually exclusive. Hunting and gathering, for instance, did not disappear
with the cultivation of animals and plants. Indeed, some groups practiced, and some still do practice, a
variety of subsistence patterns.
Palaeolithic
New research At Attirampakkam, a site near Madras, a team of Indian and French archaeologists have
recently (since 2012) found more than 4,000 artefacts, including stone hand-axes and cleavers, which
they believe are at least a million years old and possibly as old as 1.5 million years. The team analysed
traces embedded in the artefacts and correlated the resulting dates with changes in the earth’s magnetic
field. Their findings challenge the accepted narrative of pre-history in India. Before this new research, the
consensus view among specialists was that hominid presence in India began approximately 500,000
BCE. Now, however, evidence is gathering to push that date back to more than a million years BCE.
Migration from Africa This new view of hominid history in India suggests that Homo erectus migrated
from Africa following what is known as the ‘southern route.’ Having left Africa and entered west Asia,
early humans split, one group going north and the other south, taking them to India, southeast Asia and
eventually to Australia. Homo erectus is a now extinct species that dominated the earth for at least a
million years during the Pleistocene epoch. Homo sapiens, from whom modern humans descend, appear
to have entered South Asia between 75,000 and 50,000 BCE.
Tools The earliest humans in the subcontinent were primitive hunter-gatherers using stones that they
found with a sharp edge or that they made by chipping off parts from a stone. If you break a large stone
into two or three parts, the largest part, known as the ‘core tool’, is characteristic of the Palaeolithic age.
Rather than a specialist skill, tool-making was a communal task, in which all adults in a band of huntergatherers (approximately 40-80 people) were expected to cooperate. Interestingly, stones appeared to
have been quarried at certain ‘factory’ sites, especially in the Deccan.

Subsistence Although early stone-age people in India were hunter-gatherers, most of their food was
gathered rather than hunted. In fact, the hunting element of the ‘hunter-gatherer’ image is often
exaggerated by both scholars and the general public. As a generalisation, and based on gender divisions
among tribals in modern India, men tended to hunt and women to gather. Again contrary to popular
belief, hunting was not done with spears or arrows, but rather with clubs and large stones, and meat was
often eaten from dead animals. Gathering, likewise, did not involve sophisticated implements, and people
mostly used their hands to collect fruit, berries, nuts, small insects and possibly honey. Fishing was also
common
Habitation Recent research has also revised the geographical location of all these early stone-age
communities in India. Most sites of human habitation were originally located in the terraces of the Soan
River and Potwar plateau in present-day Pakistan, but many more have found in the Deccan and south
India. Contrary to the common assumption that stone-age sites must be distant and isolated, many of
these sites are close to today’s towns and cities, and near a water source. Most of them were rock
shelters, although caves were also common, such as those at Sangao in Pakistan and Kurnool in Andhra
Pradesh. These stone shelters are those that have survived over time, while others, presumably made of
foliage and branches, would also have been used.
Mesolithic
Transition The gradual transition from the Old- to the Middle-stone age in India is marked by the slow
diminution in the size of stone tools. The unwieldy ‘core-tools’ (such as hand-axes and cleavers) of the
Palaeolithic were gradually replaced by smaller ‘flake-tools’. From the widespread presence of stone
fragments (about 5 cm), scientists conclude that the larger stones were chipped and shaped by smaller
stones. Most of these new tools were made of flint and quartzite, which were harder and more easily
worked than other types of stone.
Subsistence The new technology of reducing large stones to these smaller, more efficient tools, such
as knives and sickles, then enabled hunter-gatherers to forage more effectively. Although hunting in the
Mesolithic may have involved spears and arrows, there is no direct evidence for this in India, either from
skeletal remains or lithic analyses. Tipped stone weapons were made, but they are neither as numerous
nor as complex as those found in other Mesolithic societies. Some groups also domesticated animals,
such as cattle and sheep, which were used for meat, fat, milk, hides and bones. Again fishing was a
major source of food for some populations.
Habitation The net result of these changes in subsistence was that hunter-gatherers became less
nomadic and formed larger groups. Another consequence was the spread of settlement sites to new
ecological niches. Although rock shelters continued to be the dominant habitation, some huntergatherers began to live beyond caves. For example, during this period we find evidence of camps in
forest areas, with postholes, hearths, pottery remains and animal bones (wild sheep and cattle). These
non-rock habitations also show different degrees of sedentariness, with some settlements being used on
a semi-permanent or seasonal basis.
Chopani Mando The partial transition from hunting and gathering to settled agriculture during the
Mesolithic can be traced at Chopani Mando in Madhya Pradesh. A large collection of artefacts from that
site demonstrates the shift to smaller, harder and more sophisticated stone tools. Pieces of burnt clay
with impressions also indicate that the people of Chopani Mando lived in wattle-and-daub huts. A total of
nineteen round and oval huts have been found, grouped close together and with an average diameter of
about 4 metres. The final piece of evidence of a transition toward the Neolithic is wild rice dated to the
end of the Mesolithic.

Crafts Pottery is found in only a few, late Mesolithic sites in India, in contrast to other Mesolithic cultures
around the world. However, ornament-making was widespread. Animal bones with grooves found at
Kurnool in Andhra Pradesh suggest that they may have been worn as ornaments. Similar suggestions
have been made for round, disc-like stones and ostrich egg shells with holes in them, resembling
ornaments found in prehistoric Siberia, China and Africa. Beads made from ostrich egg shells have been
found in many sites across the subcontinent. In one Bhimbetka cave, a buried man wore a necklace,
presumably of various types of beads, although only the egg shell ones remained.
Neolithic
Definition The defining features of the Neolithic period—food production, settled communities,
increased populations, complex political organisation, social stratification and pottery—represent the
culmination of a long sequence of developments. This cluster of elements appeared at roughly the same
time (8,000-5,000 BCE) in three different regions of the world: the Near East, South and southwest China
and northwest India.
Mehrgarh Located in a valley that connects India with Afghanistan, Mehrgarh (c. 7,000 BCE- 4,000
BCE) is the Neolithic site of great significance for Indian history. Only discovered in the 1970s and
excavated more recently, it has now revised our understanding of Indian pre-history. Before the
th
discovery of Mehrgarh, it was thought that the Neolithic period in the subcontinent began in the 4
millennium BCE as the result of diffusion from Mesopotamia. Now, however, we can trace a gradual and
th
more localised evolution from about the 7 millennium BCE. It thus represents a crucial link from prehistory to the well-known Indus Valley civilisation
Subsistence At its height, Mehrgarh covered about half a square mile and served as a hub for trade
with other villages in the Quetta valley. The people of Mehrgarh cultivated barley, rice and wheat in large
amounts. Harvesting was probably accomplished by using crude stone sickles, while the stone mortar
and pestle were used to grind grains and vegetation. Although sheep, cattle and goats were
domesticated, wild animals continued to be hunted. Animal bones and seed remains found at burial sites
suggest that Mesolithic people in India had a varied diet. Swamp deer and hog deer were the stable,
supplemented by the tortoise and fish. Trade with the Near East is evidenced by the presence of lapus
lazuli and turquoise beads among the grave goods.
Habitation The residents of Mehrgarh lived in houses of hand-made mud-bricks, with small, rectangular
rooms. Other brick buildings were used for storage, perhaps as granaries. These structures can be seen
as direct antecedents to those found in the Indus Valley civilisation.
Crafts The people of Mehrgarh made reed baskets, wove cotton and wool, carved ornaments and
manufactured pots. Indeed, by the end of this period, pottery had evolved from crude, handmade vessels
to wheel-made pots with geometric designs, typically with black and red colours. One manufacturing area
was found with three ovens and metres of pottery debris.
Art
Rock art The earliest examples of visual art in the subcontinent are rock paintings and rock inscriptions
(petroglyphs). More than 150 sites with this kind of artwork have been located, the earliest dating from
approximately 40,000 BCE, with the majority from 15,000 to 5,000 BCE. Rock inscriptions, especially
those found at Edakkal (modern-day Kerala and dated to 6000 BCE), show human and animal figures
with a distinct resemblance to those of the later Indus Valley civilisation.

Bhimbetka paintings The rock paintings at Bhimbetka (modern Madhya Pradesh) are one of the
largest known collections of stone-age art in the world. The 243 caves there form part of a group of about
750 rock shelters in this part of central India. The remarkable feature of the painting in the Bhimbetka
caves is that it extends from roughly 40,000-30,000 BCE up to the first millennium CE. Even more
significantly, the paintings depict many elements of culture that can be seen among tribes in the area
today.
Technique Sixteen different colours were used at Bhimbetka, made from minerals and mixed with
water, animal fat, animal marrow or egg whites. A pale white, made from limestone, and a dark red,
made from iron oxide, are the dominant colours. Archaeologists assume that the brushes (which have
not survived) were made of twigs and animal hairs.
Animal images Twenty-nine different animal species are depicted at Bhimbekta, including bison, tigers,
panthers, antelopes, elephants, lions and rhinoceroses (the last three are no longer found in the area). It
is noteworthy that no snakes of any kind are painted at Bhimbetka or any other stone-age site in India.
Human images The human figures (men, women and children) are drawn stick-like, many wearing
necklaces, knee bands, wrist bands and bangles. Some carry spears or bow and arrows (although the
extent of the use of these weapons is a matter of debate). There are also several scenes of humans
dancing in a circle with linked hands. The men wear loin cloths, the women wear their hair braided.
Some dancers wear masks and may be ritual specialists.
Religion
General The archaeological record provides scant evidence of the religious practices and still less the
beliefs of stone-age communities in India. We can only sketch an outline, relying mainly on the remains
at burial sites, supplemented by studies of stone-age religion in other part of the world and ethnographies
of the religious system of tribal populations still living near many sites.
Shamanism There can be little doubt, for example, that stone-age communities in India practiced a
form of shamanism. Like the shamanism of tribes in modern India, their ancestors probably conceived of
a spirit world, with numerous named forces, perhaps associated with other living things (animals, flowers,
trees), topographical features (rivers and mountains) and, most important the sun and moon. Stone-age
handprints on cave walls in Penna Dt. Madhya Pradesh are identical to those on the house walls of tribal
people in nearby villages, where they are ‘good luck signs’ and provide protection from the capricious
spirit world.
Shamans We can also surmise that rituals and chanting were performed by specialists in order to
contact and communicate with these spirits. Several of the paintings in the Bhimbetka caves, for
example, show a ritual-like dance with some masked dancers, who may be specialists.
Animals Large animals, such as tigers and lions, painted on the cave walls may represent objects of
worship. Stone-age hunters elsewhere are said to have prayed to an animal spirit, asking it to manifest
itself so that it could be hunted and then ritually sacrificed. Tribal populations in modern India believe that
many animals have (or are) spirits that can be contacted through chanting by ritual specialists. Killing
animals, especially those with whom humans feel a strong bond, is often ritualised with chanting, dancing
and singing.
Burial Burial sites provide us with further hints of stone-age religion in India. Most graves were shallow
pits in which the body was aligned east to west, suggesting a possible orientation with the sun. Burnt
ash found at the bottom of the pits indicates some kind of funerary ritual. One site contained more than

150 bodies, with slightly more complex graves. A small niche was cut into one side of the pit, and the
body and the goods were placed inside. The niche was then sealed with mud-bricks, presumably to keep
the ancestor ‘safe.’ Grave goods, such as necklaces, bone ornaments and dead animals, indicate a
belief that the dead person would make a journey to a spirit world where these possessions would be
useful. There is also evidence of ‘secondary’ burial, a reflection of more complex cosmological ideas.
Another theory is that digging graves and performing funerary rituals was a method of claiming new
territory.
Fertility Female figurines, shaped from stone and bone and found at stone-age sites, have been
interpreted as fertility symbols. At one site in Madhya Pradesh, a large, shaped stone (dated to about
20,000 BCE) matches images that are today worshipped by nearby villagers as fertility symbols.
Bhimbetka shrine One of the Bhimbetka caves contains what appears to be a ‘shrine’ or ritual centre.
A long corridor (about 25 metres long) leads to a large space with three other entrances. In the centre of
this space is a tall, vertical rock with several small scooped-out depressions, which may have been used
to produce music. In any case, it appears that the space was the site ritual activity.
Baghor shrine Another possible shrine has been located in a cave at Baghor, Madhya Pradesh. In the
centre of a circular platform, 85 cm in diameter, made of sandstone and dated to about 9,000 BCE,
archaeologists found a natural stone with a complex design of triangles and colours. More fragments of
this central stone were found and were joined together to form a pyramid. Tribal people living nearby also
make platforms on which they worship triangular stones.
Discussion/Questions
1. Compare the rock paintings in India with their more famous counterparts in Spain and France. What
differences are apparent, and what might those differences suggest about the societies that painted
them?
2. ‘Religion is basically the worship of the dead.’ Discuss this claim with reference to the burial practices
in stone-age India.
3. Ideas, cultural values and religious beliefs are not easily extrapolated from material remains. What
suggestions of this conceptual world can you find in the evidence from stone-age India?
4. Although research on stone-age communities reveals new facts every year, many of our assumptions
about these people and this period remain stubbornly static. A good project would be to study the
popular perceptions of the ‘stone-age’ and then to compare them with the emerging picture from
ancient India.
Reading
th
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Part II : Indo-Aryan Civilization
Overview
Origins The Indo-Aryans (who called themselves ‘Arya’) came from the Iranian high plateau (‘Iran’ and ‘Aryan’
are cognate words) and entered India around 1200 BCE, that is, at about the same time that the Indus Valley
civilisation was in decline. For many decades, scholars thought that these two events were casually linked in that
the Indo-Aryans had ‘invaded’ en mass and destroyed the Indus cities. That idea has been discredited by lack of
evidence. Instead, it seems likely that the Indo-Aryans migrated to India over two or three centuries, in a series of
overlapping movements. This migration may have been concurrent with the end of the Indus Valley civilisation, but
it was not a factor in that decline.
Influence The Indo-Aryans brought with them the language of Sanskrit and the religious texts of the Vedas, both
of which continue to have enormous cultural authority in India. Another powerful legacy of early Indo-Aryan
history is the caste system. It was articulated in the religious texts known as the Vedas and underwent significant
change during the classical period as the Indo-Aryans assimilated into local populations and social rules were
codified.
Developments Other major developments occurred as a result of the gradual integration of the early Indo-Aryans
with indigenous peoples. The tribe-based political system of the early Indo-Aryans, rooted in their semi-nomadic
pastoralism, evolved into chiefdoms. The economy of the early Indo-Aryans also shifted to settled agriculture, a
fundamental change made possible by the spread of iron-making and forest clearance.
Government
Tribes Early Indo-Aryans were organised into tribes (jana), with a chief (raja), who was advised by two different
tribal councils (sabha and samiti). Later, these isolated tribes amalgamated into larger groups, with larger territory
and greater formal organisation. Rulers were consecrated with extensive rituals.

Warfare The horse and the chariot gave the early Indo-Aryans superiority in warfare over the people they
encountered on their migration, who were mainly settled agriculturists. Judging from the Vedas, the early IndoAryans were often engaged in war or raiding. The battle of the ‘Ten Kings’ (mentioned in the Rig Veda) was
decided when one ruler broke the dam of another and conquered his land.
Horse-sacrifice Another method of territorial conquest was ritualised. This elaborate ceremony, described in the
religious texts, was called the ‘horse-sacrifice’ (ashvamedha). If a ruler wished to extend his territory, he performed
the ritual by releasing a horse to wander for a year. During that time, anyone could challenge the claim by attacking
the warriors accompanying the wandering horse. If no attack took place, the horse was taken back to the ruler and
sacrificed as a consecration of the ruler’s new territory.
Alliances As Indo-Aryan populations moved ever eastward, from the rivers of the Punjab to the plains of north
India, particularly the Gangetic region, these semi-nomadic pastoralists mixed with indigenous peoples, producing
settled agricultural communities. Although the tribe remained the basis of Indo-Aryan society, power became
dependent less on wealth and more on the ability to forge alliances. The most powerful tribes of the period were the
Panchala, formed from five independent tribes, and the Kuru, an amalgam of two separate tribes.
Chiefdoms These larger, composite tribes that controlled greater territory were called janapadas (lit. ‘foothold of a
tribe’). We have the names of nearly 40 chiefdoms from early Sanskrit texts. By 800 BCE these Neolithic farming
and pastoralist communities combined into yet larger political structures called maha (‘great’) janapadas, or
complex chiefdoms. Sixteen of these complex chiefdoms dominated north India in this period, stretching from
Taxila, in the northwest to Anga, in the far east. These include Kosala, with its capital at Ayodhya, where Rama of
the Ramayana ruled; Magadha, with its capital at Pataliputra, later the capital of the Mauryan Empire; Kuru, with a
capital at Indraprastha, whose two factions fought the war described in the Mahabharata.
Early economy

The subsistence pattern of the early Indo-Aryans was predominately semi-nomadic pastoralism, although they also
cultivated crops on a limited scale. They kept horses, sheep and goats, but cattle were their preoccupation. Cattle
were a form of currency, cattle raids were frequent and cattle were essential for ritual sacrifice. Goods, especially
cattle, were battered, although ritual gift-giving also played a role in exchanges.
Later economy
Assimilation By 1000 BCE, Indo-Aryans were beginning to assimilate with indigenous farming populations and
their distinctive pastoralist economy gave way to other means of subsistence. Most importantly, the new sedentary
life entailed a transition from livestock to land as a measure of wealth.
Pottery Another development that resulted from this intermingling of Indo-Aryans with local populations was the
emergence of sophisticated pottery. Pots were wheel-thrown and dried in the sun. Interestingly, there are no
animals or humans depicted, only geometric patterns and simples lines painted in black.
Coinage India’s first minted coins (as opposed to shells or beads used as barter) were manufactured in the
Gangetic plain around 700 BCE. Made from silver bars, these early coins were punched and stamped with a
symbol, such as an animal or the swastika.
Iron-making Early Indo-Aryans may have possessed iron objects, but they did not introduce this critical
technology to India. Instead, as part of their assimilation, they learned to make iron from the indigenous
populations. By about 800 BCE, iron was used to make a variety of objects, including needles, nails, hooks, heavy
axes, knives, arrow heads, tongs and clamps. Very little research has been done to identify the source of the iron
ore, but most scholars believe that the Himalayan foothills are the most likely.
Furnaces The discovery of clay furnaces at many sites in north India indicates the spread of the ability to make
iron objects. Most furnaces are of the open type that used bellows. Some of them are large-scale and capable of
making heavy tools, such as axes.
Forest clearance The emergence of iron technology, especially heavy axes, literally changed the face of India by
enabling large-scale forest clearance in the Gangetic plain. This, in turn, facilitated the production of considerable
food production, which sustained the large populations that led to a shift from tribe to chiefdom.
Society
Varna The Vedic literature of the Indo-Aryans provides the template for the Indian caste system by listing its four
main categories (varna, or ‘colour’):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Brahmin: priests and scholars
Ksatriya: rulers and warriors, including property owners
Vaisya: merchants and skilled artisans
Sudra: labourers and servants

Twice –born A critical distinction between these four categories is that the first three were considered ‘twice-born’
because they underwent an initiation ritual that formalised their role in society. This reinforced the low status of
sudras. It is significant, however, that the concept of ‘twice-born’ is not found in early Vedic texts and appeared
about 800-600 BCE.
Untouchables Untouchables were not part of the original four-fold scheme. However, Vedic literature did
mention groups even more despised than the sudras. These included the dasas (‘slaves’), who are described as
having dark skin, broad, flat noses, speaking a strange language and practicing magic. Elsewhere in the literature,
the stigma of impurity/untouchability is associated with people who came in contact with death, such as human
corpses, dead animals and animal skins. Over time, these despised groups came to be called a-varna (‘out-castes’).
Western writers in the early 20th century coined the term ‘Untouchable’, Gandhi called them ‘Harijan’ (‘Children of
God) and now they call themselves ‘Dalit’ (‘broken’).

Jati When Indians (or anyone else) speaks of ‘caste’, they usually refer to the dozens of sub-divisions within each
of the five overarching categories (the four varnas + untouchables). These sub-groups are known as jati (‘birth’).
They are the group into which one is born and is expected to marry. There is great regional variation in the jati
system. For instance, a specific sudra caste in one region, or even one village, may not exist in the adjoining region
or village. The jati system has also allowed newcomers to be slotted into the overall social system by allotting them
a new name.
Women Based on the Vedas, it appears that women enjoyed a comparatively high status. Daughters as well as
sons were given education and taught the sacred texts. Female ascetics appear as frequently as male ascetics and
often receive more praise. Girls moved freely in public, attending meetings and ceremonies, where they also spoke.
Women could inherit property, and widows could remarry. At the same time, the role of women was to produce
progeny for the blood line, and wives were subordinate to their husband.
Religion
Indo-European The religion of the early Indo-Aryans was a branch of a wider set of Indo-European beliefs and
practices found among the ancient Greek, Norse, Iranian and Germanic peoples. Key features of this reconstructed
religion include a sky-father god, a dragon-slaying myth and a myth of two brothers who create the world from a
sacrifice. The Vedic sky-father god Dyaus Pitr, is cognate with the Zeus and Ju-piter. A Vedic god, Indra, slays a
dragon. And a Vedic myth explains the creation of the world from sacrifice.
Vedas The religion of the Indo-Aryans is found in a remarkable set of Sanskrit oral texts known collectively as the
Vedas (after the Sanskrit word for ‘knowledge’). There are four Vedas, composed from about 1500 to 900 BCE and
then memorised and transmitted by specialists (Brahmins) to the present day. These ancient texts are filled with
optimism and exuberance, a celebration of life and wonder at the magnificence of the world. The gods are benign
and protective, especially if men continue to honour them with sacrifice.
Rig Veda The oldest of these four texts is the Rig Veda (c. 1500-1200 BCE), which contains speculation about the
cosmos, its origins and order, its guardians and enemies. Some of its1,028 verses also provide charms and curses,
intended to protect the cattle-keeping Indo-Aryans from disease, accident and misfortune.
Other Vedas The three other Vedas (Yajur, Sama and Atharva, c. 1200-9000 BCE) also contain imprecations but
focus on rituals. These three texts describe and explain the complex techniques necessary for conducting the
ceremonies, with an emphasis on the power of breath, spoken words, and the one who speaks them, the Brahmin
priest. Specific form of words, or mantras, are said to be imbued with magical power.
Pantheon Vedic religion is pantheistic. Rather than a single, all-powerful creator god, it encompasses many
diverse gods and goddesses, most of whom are associated with natural forces. Chief male deities include Dyaus
(sky-father), Varuna (guardian of cosmic order), Agni (fire), Indra (a sky warrior), Yama (lord of the underworld)
and Surya (Sun). Vac (goddess of speech) and Ushas (Dawn ) are the only prominent female deities. .
Sacrifice At the heart of Vedic religion is the fire sacrifice. Many hymns invoke Agni (fire) and Soma (an
intoxicating libation), the two principal elements of the sacrifice. Brahmins conduct this sacrifice on behalf of
others who wish to increase their wealth or progeny, or to ward off disease and misfortune. The fire sacrifice is still
performed today, in a much changed form, during Hindu weddings.
Literature
Myth The Vedas contain the earliest articulation of many stories that would evolve into the corpus of Hindu
mythology. For example, Indra, king of the gods, slays the cloud-dragon Vrtra with his thunderbolts.
In another story, Yama, the first human and the first to die, presides over the world of the dead, where others must
travel after death. The virtuous are guided on this journey by two dogs, while the others are attacked by demons.
Poetry Despite the heavy hand of cosmology and ritual, the Vedas also contain subtle poetic descriptions. For
instance, the beauty of Dawn (Ushas) is evoked with tenderness. There is also magnificence in descriptions of the
Sun (Surya) riding across the heavens in a chariot drawn by seven horses.

Creation Vedic religion, and Hinduism more generally, has several creation myths. One story explains that sound
(the goddess Vac) created the world. (Cf. ‘In the beginning was the word.’) Elsewhere, the world emerges from a
primeval sacrifice of a man, who is then divided into four parts corresponding to the four major caste groups. The
world also comes out of a ‘golden womb’ as well as from a ‘universal egg.’ Later, creation becomes the work of a
figure, named Prajapati. However, the most haunting creation myth has no definitive answer. ‘How,’ ask the
ancient sages, ‘did being evolve from non-being?’ There is no certainty, not even among those ‘who look down on
it, in the highest heaven.’
Orality The Vedas were not written. Instead, they were composed, performed and transmitted orally, using a
complex set of mnemonic techniques, metrical schemes and literary conventions, by a series of poets, over a period
of several hundred years. In other words, Vedic literature is speech (indeed, speech is deified as the goddess Vac).
Memorisation Vedic priests underwent extensive training in memorising the sacred texts to ensure that they were
passed down without error, thus ensuring their efficacy. Scholars, working from largely 20 th-century field research,
have identified eight different ‘paths’ of memorisation. In one path, for example, every two adjacent words were
recited in their original order, then in reverse order and again in their original order. The most complex method
involved reciting the entire Rig Veda in reverse order.
Metre The metric system of the Vedas, like that of most early and later Indian poetic traditions (and most IndoEuropean literatures), is measured by long and short syllables and not (as in English) by stress. A syllable was
counted as ‘long’ if it contained a long vowel or a short vowel and two consonants. Most of the hymns are arranged
in quatrains, although divisions of three and five also exist. Similarly, while the standard metre is iambic, there is
considerable variation in metre.
Mantra The power of speech, especially carefully calibrated speech, is central to understanding the Vedas. A
‘mantra’ (word or formula spoken by a knowledgeable person in the correct way) is potent. Based on the concept of
correspondences, through which the visible is linked to the invisible, speech can alter the material conditions of
someone’s life, whether to increase prosperity through sacrifice or to thwart disease through a spell. The potency of
the spoken word connects this ancient layer of Indian literature with later genres and traditions, both popular and
sophisticated.
Grammar Given this sophisticated science of the spoken word among early Sanskrit speakers, it is not surprising
that they produced a remarkable grammar of the language. Panini’s grammar (c. 400 BCE), with its nearly 4,000
rules, is still regarded by linguists as the finest description of Sanskrit available.
Reading
Frits Staal, Discovering the Vedas: Origins, Mantras, Rituals, Insights (Penguin India, 2008)
A.L. Basham, The Wonder that was India (Sidgwick and Jackson, 1963)
Edwin Bryant, The Quest for the Origins of Vedic Culture: The IndoAryan Migration Debate (Oxford, 2001)
B. B. Lal, The Homeland of the Aryans. Evidence of Rigvedic Flora and
Fauna & Archaeology (Aryan Books International, 2005)
David W. Anthony, The Horse the Wheel and Language. How BronzeAge Riders from the Eurasian Steppes Shaped the Modern
World (Princeton, 2007)
Discussion/Questions
1.

The oral composition and transmission of the Vedas is one of the most astonishing achievements in world
history. Even today, even scholars often write that the Vedas were ‘written’. Why does this misconception
persist? And how does an oral/aural culture differ from an essentially graphic/visual culture?

2.

Early Indo-Aryans were organised into tribes and later developed chiefdoms. What is a ‘chiefdom’? And how
does it differ from a ‘tribe’ and a ‘state’?

3.

Although the caste is often considered unique to India, scholars have found very similar social systems (at
various historical periods) in South Africa, Japan and the southern United States. These comparative studies
are somewhat flawed in that they do not agree a common definition of ‘caste.’ What is a good definition of
‘caste’?

Texts
1.

Creation of the World (Rig Veda 10.129)

There was neither non-existence nor existence then; there was neither the realm of space nor sky which is beyond.
What stirred? Where? In whose protection? Was there water, bottomlessly deep?
There was neither death nor immorality then. There was no distinguishing sign of night nor of day. That one
breathed, windless, by its own impulse. Other than that there was nothing beyond.
Darkness was hidden by darkness in the beginning; with no distinguishing sign, all this was water. The life force
that was covered with emptiness, that one arose through the power of heat.
Desire came upon that one in the beginning; that was the first seed of mind. Poets seeking in their heart with
wisdom found the bond of existence in non-existence.
Their cord was extended across. Was there below? Was there above? There were seed-placers; there were powers.
There was impulse beneath; there was giving-forth above.
Who really knows? Who will here proclaim it? Whence was it produced? Whence is this creation? The gods
came afterwards, with the creation of this universe. Who then knows whence it has arisen?
Whence this creation has arisen—perhaps it formed itself, or perhaps it did not—the one who looks down on it, in
the highest heaven, only he knows. Or perhaps he does not know.
(translation by Wendy O’Flaherty, 1981)

2.

Purusha, the Creation of Man (Rig Veda 10.90)

Thousand-headed is Purusa, thousand-eyed, thousand-footed. Having covered the earth on all sides, he stood above
it the width of ten fingers.
Only Purusa is all this, that which has been and that which is to be. He is the lord of the immortals, who grow by
means of [ritual] food.
Such is his greatness, yet more than this is Purusa. One-quarter of him is all beings; three- quarters of him is the
immortal in heaven.
Three-quarters of Purusa went upward, one-quarter of him remained here. From this [one-quarter] he spread in all
directions into what eats and what does not eat.
From him the shining one was born, from the shining one was born Purusa. When born he extended beyond the
earth, behind as well as in front.

When the gods performed a sacrifice with the offering Purusa, spring was its clarified butter, summer the kindling,
autumn the oblation.
It was Purusa, born in the beginning, which they sprinkled on the sacred grass as a sacrifice. With him the gods
sacrificed, the demi-gods, and the seers.
From that sacrifice completely offered, the clotted butter was brought together. It made the beasts of the air, the
forest and the village.
From that sacrifice completely offered, the mantras [Rig Veda] and the songs [Samaveda] were born. The meters
were born from it. The sacrificial formulae [Yajurveda] were born from it.
From it the horses were born and all that have cutting teeth in both jaws. The cows were born from it, also. From it
were born goats and sheep.
When they divided Purusa, how many ways did they apportion him? What was his mouth? What were his arms?
What were his thighs, his feet declared to be?
His mouth was the Brahman [caste], his arms were the Rajanaya [Ksatriya caste], his thighs the Vaisya [caste]; from
his feet the Sudra [caste] was born.
The moon was born from his mind; from his eye the sun was born; from his mouth both Indra and Agni [fire]; from
his breath Vayu [wind] was born.
From his navel arose the air; from his head the heaven evolved; from his feet the earth; the [four] directions from his
ear. Thus, they fashioned the worlds.
Seven were his altar sticks, three times seven were the kindling bundles, when the gods, performing the sacrifice,
bound the beast Purusa.
The gods sacrificed with the sacrifice to the sacrifice. These were the first rites. These powers reached the
firmament, where the ancient demi-gods and the gods are.
(translated by Michael Myers, 1989
http://public.wsu.edu/~brians/world_civ/worldcivreader/world_civ_reader_1/rig_veda.html)
3. From the Isha Upanishad
He encircled all, bright, incorporeal, scatheless, sinewless, pure,
untouched by evil; a seer, wise and omnipresent, self - existent, he
dispensed all things well for ever and ever.
4. From the Svetasvatara Upanishad
There is one Rudra only, they do not allow a second, who rules all the worlds by his might. He stands behind all
things, he made all of the worlds, and protects them, and rolls them up at the end of time.
The Lord lives in the faces of all beings ... He lives in the inmost heart
of all, the all - pervading, all - present Siva.

Part III : Classical Period
Overview
During this period, especially under the patronage of the Gupta Empire, cultural forms that we now recognise as
‘classical India’ took shape. Hinduism evolved from its Vedic origins into a temple-based devotionalism. Hindu
gods and goddesses were popularised through an extensive body of literature, and they were widely celebrated in the
visual arts. A system of chiefdoms developed into a centralised empire (the Mauryan), which later fragmented into
to a series of smaller states and then consolidated again in a second empire (the Gupta). The use of iron tools
changed the face of India by enabling forest clearance, large-scale cultivation, food surplus and concentrated urban
populations. Expanding urbanism led in turn to a wealthy mercantile class, improved transport, increasing trade, use
of coins and new banking methods. Underlying many of these developments was the invention (or borrowing) of
writing in the late 4th c. or early 3rd c. BCE. However, nearly all literary texts in the period were orally composed.
Events and People
Mahabharata War The war and battle described in the epic of the Mahabharata (c. 400 BCE-200 CE) is thought
to have taken place about 900 BCE. (Thus, like the Iliad, the Indian epic chronicles an event that occurred centuries
earlier.) Although many scholars point out that there is no evidence to prove that such a battle did take place,
several references to places and people in the epic are corroborated by other texts. In addition, recent excavations at
Hastinapura, the capital of the clashing factions in the epic, have revealed artefacts consistent with the dating and
narrative of the epic.
Gautama Buddha Tradition holds that the ‘historical’ Buddha, a prince named Gautama, was born at Lumbini, on
the Indian-Nepalese border, in the mid-6th century BCE. However, there had been no material evidence to support
this claim until 2013, when archaeologists digging at Lumbini uncovered the remains of a timber structure (called a
‘shrine’) dated to the 6th century BCE. Whether the founder of Buddhism was born in that century or later, there is
little doubt that there was an historical figure in the middle of the first millennium BCE who changed the course of
Indian and world history.
Persian invasion In the early 6th c. BCE, the northwest corner of India was conquered by the Achaemenid kings of
Persia, who considered that region to be their eastern province. At the time, the region was ruled by King Bimbisara
of the Magadha kingdom. Persians controlled this corner of India for more than a century, leaving a legacy of
learning and administration that would later produce two of ancient India’s greatest thinkers: the grammarian Panini
and the political philosopher Kautilya, both 4th c. BCE. Significantly, it was through the Persians that the ancient
Greeks, such as Herodotus, gained knowledge of India, which eventually led to Alexander’s invasion.
Alexander Alexander the Great’s invasion of northwest India led to the end of a political system of chieftaincy
(mahajanapada) that had existed for at least 500 years. Marching from Macedonia, Alexander conquered Persia and
then advanced across the Punjab in 326 BCE before a mutiny forced him to return. He died three years later in
Baghdad. The last Greek province in India was held until 316 BCE. However, Greek provinces in Bactria (northern
Afghanistan) survived until the end of the pre-Christian era and produced a distinct school of Greco-Buddhist art.
Greek influence can also be detected in Indian architecture, theatre and religion (Mahayana Buddhism). More
generally, Alexander’s adventure initiated a cultural exchange between India and the West that would remain a
factor in shaping India history to the present day.
Chandragupta The chief beneficiary of Alexander’s invasion was Chandragupta, founder of the Mauryan Empire.
Chandragupta, who may have actually faced Alexander on the battlefield, went on to reign from 321 BCE until his
death in 297 BCE. During his rule, Chandragupta defeated a second Greek invasion in 305 BCE, expanded his
territory west to the border of the Persian Empire and south to the Deccan. According to tradition, Chandragupta
suffered the early death of his father (leader of the then-struggling Mauryas) and was brought up by a cowherd. He
later befriended a philosopher who wrote a famous treatise on governance (Arthasastra). It is also said that he
became a Jain in later life and went on pilgrimage to a famous Jaina shrine in present-day Karnataka, where he
fasted to death.
Ashoka Chandragupta’s grandson, and the greatest of the Mauryan rulers, was Ashoka. Indeed, Ashoka (r. 272233 ? BCE), whose stone pillar is now the official emblem of the Republic of India, is perhaps the best-remembered

ruler in all Indian history. Even stripping away the legendary accounts, he was a remarkable man. He became a lay
Buddhist and went on a year-long pilgrimage to the sacred sites of this new religion, which he later propagated and
spread to regions beyond India. He sent messengers to the Greek provinces in the northwest and his own son to
Ceylon (Sri Lanka).
Ashokan edicts We know all this because Ashoka issued edicts or proclamations. His 33 edicts, written primarily
in the Brahmi script on carved pillars, rocks and cave walls, are the earliest deciphered writing in India. All other
Indian scripts derive from the Brahmi script, itself probably derived from a Sumerian or Semitic script. The
language of the inscriptions is mostly Prakrit, a spoken form of Sanskrit, with a few examples of Greek and
Aramaic. Some edicts announce major government policy, such as the renunciation of all violence (warfare,
hunting, animal sacrifice) and an acceptance of all religions.
Kanishka Kanishka (r. 115-140 CE) was another leader, though less famous than Ashoka, who played a key role
in transmitting Buddhism. Kaniskha was ruler of the Kushan (or Kushana) kingdom that pushed down from Bactria
and into northwest India in the 1st c. CE. Kaniskha used his patronage to support Buddhist institutions and art in this
corridor that led to the Silk Route and east to China and Tibet. He famously convened a council of monks to create
a Mahayana Buddhist canon.
Faxian (Fa Hsien) Faxian (337-442? CE) came to India as a Buddhist pilgrim in 402 CE on a personal mission.
He was determined to acquire and study the original texts of Mahayana Buddhism, which had migrated across the
Himalayas to China several hundred years earlier. In 399, at the age of 65, Faxian set out on foot. Travelling west
from northern China, he crossed large stretches of arid central Asia before negotiating the snow-bound Pamir
Mountains and then slipping into the Punjab through the Khyber Pass. In India, he spent time at all the important
Buddhist sites in north India, especially at Pataliputra, a major centre for Buddhist learning as well as the capital of
the Gupta Empire. After six years in India, he took a sea route home, stopping for two years in Sri Lanka.
Faxian Legacy Like Alexander the Great many centuries before him, Faxian undertook an arduous journey that set
in motion a cultural exchange, this time between India and China. During his six years in India, he made copies of
all the major Mahayana texts and then translated them into Chinese when he returned home. An equally significant
contribution to Indian history is the personal diary of his journey, which provides insights into pre-Muslim India,
especially the royal court of the Gupta Empire.
Hun invasion The interconnectedness of European and Asian history is illustrated by the fact that a branch of the
same people who brought down the Roman Empire also (and at the same time) laid waste to the Gupta Empire. The
Huns (or Hunas), the central Asian horsemen ruled by Attila, had been sniping away at the northwest edge of the
Gupta Empire for some time before they finally swept south and east in the late 5 th and early 6th centuries CE. The
Gupta Empire was shattered, its trade links broken and its authority reduced to the capital. The glory of India would
not shine again in the north until the Mughal Empire a thousand years later.
Government
Mauryan Empire The long evolution in north India from tribe to chiefdom to state culminated in the
establishment of the Mauryan Empire (321- 185 BCE). Its more immediate cause, however, was Alexander’s
invasion, which stimulated feuding rulers to join together for protection. Chandragupta, founder of the empire, took
advantage of the chaos caused by the Greek incursion in the northwest and the breakdown of smaller kingdoms
elsewhere to conquer large swathes of territory, with the exception of the south. The Mauryas defeated a second
Greek invasion in the northwest and eventually pushed east, extending their authority to the Bay of Bengal. At its
height, the Mauryan state was an efficient bureaucracy with a large civil service. Despite its centralised
administration, however, the Mauryan state could not exert control over its extensive territory. Four main provinces
were controlled by local princes, while other regions were run by governors and salaried officials. The last Mauryan
ruler was assassinated by one of his own generals in 185 BCE
Pataliputra The capital of the Mauryan Empire was Pataliputra, one of the great cities of the ancient world. It
was built in 489 BCE at the confluence of the Ganges and one of its tributaries, where it served as the capital of the
Magadha chiefdom and then the Nanda chiefdom, the precursors of the Mauryan state. At the time of the Mauryas,
when its population reached nearly 200,000, the city was a thriving commercial centre and a seat of Buddhist

learning. Its beauty and opulence, including palaces and Buddhist stupas, are described by Megasthenes, a Greek
ambassador who resided in the city.
Arthasastra The rules of Indian statecraft were codified in the Arthasastra (‘Science of Power’), a Sanskrit
treaties composed by Kautilya in about 400 BCE. It appears to describe an idealised state, based largely on the
composite chiefdoms that preceded the Mauryan Empire. Not too dissimilar to Machiavelli’s The Prince, it guides
would-be rulers through a murky political world of betrayal, deception, spying and assassination.
Post-Mauryan states Following the break-up of the Mauryan Empire, a series of smaller but still powerful states
ruled north India. The first of these was the Shungas, who retained Pataliputra as their capital and reigned from 18578 BCE. Next came the Shakas (or Indo-Scythians), a central Asian people who migrated and fought their way into
India in the first century CE. Although they controlled large tracts of territory in the north and west, they ruled for
only a brief time. Another kingdom with its origins in Central Asia was the Kushana (or Kushan), which ruled
Bactria and the surrounding regions (modern-day Afghanistan and Pakistan) before pushing south into India, where
they ruled from about 100-250 CE. The Deccan was ruled by the Satavahanas (c. 200 BCE-230 CE), fighting off
two invasions by the Shakas along the way. Less centralised than the Mauryan Empire, the Satavahana state was
based on alliances with local rulers. They were also the first Indian kingdom to issue coinage with portraits of their
rulers.
Gupta Empire Most of India was once again unified in a single administration under the Gupta Empire (320-c.
550 CE). Like the Satavahanas, the Gupta rulers used alliances, in the form of dynastic marriages, and warfare to
gain control over territory. Chandragupta I (r. 320-335 CE) married a princes from the Licchavi clan (in the
Himalayan foothills), and his son, Samudragupta (r. 335-385 CE), extended the kingdom to the Deccan by more
marriages. The empire was administered by a cadre of officials dispatched to localities to oversee an extensive
system of tax-free land-grants to Brahmins and merchants. This system permitted local leaders to exercise
considerable authority and yet be responsible to the centre. The result was a state in which regional units and
diverse communities prospered and cohered in a political whole. The Gupta state thus instituted two features of
government that characterised states throughout the medieval period and into the pre-modern period. First, states
and localities existed in a balance of power. The authority of the centre was residual in that judicial and police
functions were left in the hands of local rulers, guilds and associations. Second, and as a result of this
decentralisation, the centre assumed more and more symbolic power and authority.
Kings as gods In fact, kings became the objects of worship and were treated almost like gods. The beginnings of
this royal cult are seen in early Buddhism, where the Buddha is called chakravartin (‘Ruler of the World’, lit.
‘Turner of the Wheel’), an epithet for the Sun-god. The Mauryan ruler Ashoka referred to himself as ‘Beloved of
the Gods,’ while the Kushan kings adopted the title ‘Son of God’. Later Gupta rulers portrayed themselves, on coins
and in ceremonies, as equal to the gods. In south India, the absence of Brahmins meant that kings were the divine
representatives on earth and over time became regarded as gods. For example the Tamil word for ‘palace’ came to
mean ‘temple.’
Economy
Cities The Mauryan Empire (321- 185 BCE) was at the centre of India’s second urban-based economy. The
expansion of settlements into cities occurred in many parts of India, although primarily in riverine plains. Cities
created the conditions for a growing merchant class, skilled craftsmen and entrepreneurial traders. The role of cities
is demonstrated by the fact that Pataliputra was the capital of both the Mauryan and the Gupta empires.
Guilds Another key factor that stimulated the economy in this period was the mercantile guilds. Texts mention 75
different occupations that could form guilds, including potters, metal-workers, goldsmiths, weavers and carpenters.
Operating as early banks, these associations of merchants pioneered the use of money (silver and copper coins),
some of which they issued themselves, and they established early banking methods, such as investments and
endowments.
Trade The modernising urban economy that flourished under the Mauryas developed even further under the
Guptas (320-c. 550 CE). The Mauryan state instituted a single currency across India to facilitate trade, while the
Gupta rulers improved roads and extended trade routes so that even interior areas had access to commercial centres
and seaports. This sophisticated transport system enabled the Gupta rulers to collect land tax and import duties.

Forests Despite the centralisation of the economy, certain groups of people remained on the periphery of any
ruling state. Prominent among these groups were tribal populations living in the forests of north and central India.
Forests were central to the economy as a source of timber, elephants, iron, copper and lead. The Arthasastra, a
contemporaneous text on statecraft, recommends that rulers build fortresses at the edge of the forests in order to
control the ‘wild’ and ‘criminal’ people in the forest. Even the humane ruler Ashoka issued an edict that ordered the
forest people ‘to repent’ and ‘not to expect forgiveness’ for their part in armed clashes between them and the state.
Society
Consolidation Over the course of this long period, social interactions were increasingly constrained by caste rules.
In part, this is explained by the influx of newcomers, from the northwest and from Central Asia, as well as by trade
and by conquest. In order to maintain social cohesion, each new group had to be slotted into place. If they floated
free, the entire system might drift into dangerous flexibility. As a result, marriage between castes became rare, and
the number of permissible partners within one’s caste narrowed, too. The texts further distinguish eight different
types of marriage, according to complex rules of exogamy among descent groups.
Kings An important exception to the hardening of caste rules, was the acknowledgement that kings could be made.
Early texts insisted that kings must be ksatriya (warrior) by birth, but later texts accepted the reality that many
Shaka, Kushan and Shunga rulers were not from the warrior caste. In effect, men could become kings by conquest
of territory rather than by ancestry.
Merchants Another group whose social status shifted in the classical period were merchants (vaisya). Benefitting
from urbanism, trade and guilds, merchants grew steadily wealthier and began to exercise power in the political
sphere. In the normative texts, however, these are low castes, just one rung above slaves and labourers (sudra).
Indeed, many texts say they are sudra because of mixed ancestry. The important point here is that merchants did not
change caste—they remained vaisya—but they did gain new social standing. Class, not caste, was decisive.
Women On the other hand, the status of women declined toward the end of the classical period. Whereas women
in the Vedic texts can own and inherit property, including land, this is no longer true by the time of the Gupta
Empire. This decline is usually attributed to the consolidation of the caste system, the increase in hierarchical
divisions and the formalisation of social rules. Although Buddhism opened up a new social space for women, by the
end of the period, the canonical laws of Manu had codified gender inequality.
Heterodox challenge Buddhism and, to a lesser extent, Jainism were based on a rejection of brahminical authority,
which was the lynchpin of the caste system. The Buddha was a prince, not a pauper, but he was not a Brahmin
either, and yet he was regarded as the pinnacle of wisdom. Buddhism thus challenged the idea that birth was the
determinant of worth, arguing instead that effort and compassion was the path to enlightenment. Buddhism also
taught a-himsa, or non-violence, including violence against animals, which was a direct criticism of traditional
Hindu ritual sacrifice.
Popularity of Buddhism As a result of these teachings, and the waning of brahmincial authority, Buddhism
attracted followers from lower castes. Merchants, in particular, joined in large numbers because although their
wealth and power had grown, they remained in a relatively inferior social category. Buddhist values of rationality,
discipline and moderation also appealed to these commercial groups, as well as to wealthy landowners. Some
women, too, found the Buddhist path a welcome escape from an identity defined by domestic and social
conventions.
Buddhist monastic order Buddhism, in effect, created an alternative society with the establishment of a monastic
order (sangha, ‘association’). This community of monks and nuns and lay followers was governed by a formal set
of rules announced in the earliest Buddhist texts. Although at first monks and nuns lived an itinerant life, by the 3rd
c. BCE, they were resident in large monasteries, which also served as centres of learning. Fortnightly meetings were
convened in the monasteries, democratic rules for discussion were adopted and a treasury was set up to handle
financial transactions, especially donations made by wealthy lay followers.
Culture

Hinduism In the first part of this period, Hinduism underwent a fundamental shift, away from the external,
sanguine outlook of the Vedas (c. 1200-900 BCE) and toward the internal, sceptical contemplation of the
Upanishads (c. 800-300 BCE). In broad terms, the early emphasis on ritual as action was replaced by an
examination of ritual as symbol. Knowledge of the sacrifice became more important than performing the sacrifice.
And the greatest knowledge was knowledge of the self or soul (atman). This shift was also deeply influenced by the
emergence of Buddhism and Jainism.
Buddhism Buddhism grew out of Hinduism in the 6th c. BCE through a rejection of Brahmins and the Hindu
concept of the soul. In proposing a more open yet austere path to enlightenment, the heterodox religion split into
two wings: the Hinayana (now found in Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia) and the Mahayana (found in Tibet, Nepal and
China). Both schools developed sophisticated philosophical and philological traditions, the first in Pali, the second
in Sanskrit and Tibetan.
Jainism Like Buddhism, Jainism is an offshoot of Hinduism and based on a historical figure (Mahavira, ‘Great
Hero’) who lived in the 6th c. BCE. Again like Buddhism, asceticism and non-violence are central to Jainism.
However, a key tenet of Jainism is the indestructible and immortal individual soul (jiva), which differentiates it from
both Hinduism and Buddhism. Jains made a significant contribution to literature and philosophy, especially in south
India.
Devotionalism Devotionalism (bhakti) was a pan-Indian religious movement that began toward the end of the
classical period. Although it affected Buddhism, its primary imprint was on Hinduism. In this new religiosity, an
individual worshipper imagined and nurtured a direct bond with a specific god or goddess. Contemplation of
abstract spiritual ends gave way to more active engagement with deities, who were given human-like qualities of
generosity and compassion. Although devotionalism was signalled in the late Upanishads, it flourished under the
patronage of the Gupta rulers, especially in their state support for the worship of Visnu and Lakshmi.
Architecture The chief architectural monument of the early period was the stupa. Essentially funeral mounds
housing the relics of the Buddha, stupas were first built in the reign of Ashoka (3rd c. BCE). As such, they are the
oldest surviving religious structures in India. The earliest and most elaborate stupa is that at Sanchi, which is16
metres high and 37 metres in diameter. Its hemispherical frame is made of brick, but the four gateways, added about
100 CE and decorated with fine sculptures of the Buddha’s life, are carved from sandstone.
Ajanta and Ellora Stupas, prayer-halls and monasteries were also carved out of rock caves at Ajanta and Ellora in
western India (c. 200 BCE to 300 CE). Monasteries (vihara) were multi-storied structures, containing kitchens,
sleeping quarters and niches. The prayer-halls (caitya) were large spaces in which worshippers could gather, and
most also contained a stupa. Some prayer-halls were built with wood, evidenced by a vault supported by horseshoeshaped ribs, but only the rock examples survive.
Painting The ceilings and walls of these religious spaces in caves were painted with murals showing Buddhist
divinities and scenes from Buddhist texts, especially the Jataka stories. The paintings were done in ‘dry fresco’
style: painted on top of a dry plaster surface rather than onto wet plaster. These paintings—luxurious, sensual and
ethereal— are considered by many to be the highpoint of Indian painting.
Sculpture A school of sculpture emerged that depicted scenes and figures from the life of the Buddha and the
Jataka tales. Its characteristic features included the lotus flower, water symbols and the gestures and physical poses
of the historical Buddha. Outstanding examples are found in north and western India at Sanchi, Ellora and Ajanta,
but perhaps the most spectacular is found in south India at Amaravati. These exquisitely carved figures, often in
narrative scenes and in small niches, display a skill, dynamism and imagination unseen in most later Indian
sculpture.
Gandhara At roughly the same time, the Gandhara (or Greco-Buddhist) style of sculpture developed in the
northwest. This style is named after the region of Gandhara, where Persian, Greek, Scythian and Chinese cultures
intermingled. Artisans here were inspired by Mahayana Buddhism, patronised by the Kushan king Kanishka and
influenced by Greek models. They produced large, muscular representations of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas
(particularly Maitreya), who resemble Greek figures wearing a Roman toga.

Sanskrit literature The first examples of narrative prose in Indian literature appear in the Upanishads (c. 800-300
BCE). The first Indian biography, the Buddhacarita (‘Life of the Buddha’) by Ashvagosa (c. 200 CE), is a poetic
hagiography of the historical Buddha. The great epics of the Ramayana and Mahabharata, which were composed
over many centuries (culminating perhaps about 400 CE), became vehicles for the new devotionalism and provided
material for every type of cultural expression. The same is true of the myths, which cycled and recycled in
numerous versions, serving as entertainment, ethical instruction and ritual manual. Sanskrit court poetry and drama
flourished under the Guptas. Kalidasa (5th c. CE) excelled at both, producing play that are still performed today.
Tamil Literature A large corpus of Tamil classical poems was composed between c. 100-300 CE. Independent of
Sanskrit conventions, Tamil literary tradition divided literature into two overarching genres: akam (‘interior’) and
puram (‘exterior’). These terms, which refer to both the topographical and psychological dimensions of a poem, are
usually translated as ‘love’ and ‘war’ poems. A Tamil epic, ‘The Lay of the Anklet’ (Cilappatikaram), was
composed in about 500 CE, probably by a Jain monk. While it bears some similarity to contemporaneous Sanskrit
court poetry, especially in its ornate descriptions of place and nature, its deeper message of loss and revenge sets it
apart.
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Stone Age to the 12th Century

Questions/Discussion
1.

The historicity of the Mahabharata war is not just an academic debate in India. It is central to the Hindu
nationalist revision of history, which has recently gained more political and scholarly support. Why is it
important that this ancient battle be seen as a true event?

2.

There is a case for arguing that the historical Buddha is the single most influential person in Indian history.
And his influence has been magnified many times over by the ‘story’ of his life that has now become
inseparable from the history of Buddhism. This illustrates the power of what is now called ‘life-history.’

3.

An excellent research topic would be to compare the influence of Alexander the Great and of Faxian on Indian
history. The differences are immediately obvious—a military genius vs a dedicated religious pilgrim—but the
similarities in their stories and their legacies are also considerable.

4.

Maritime trade is an under-studied topic in the economic history of this period. Because peninsular India (or
south India) had seaports on both coasts, sea trade was a powerful force in shaping its history. Archaeologists
have excavated a large trading centre at Arikamedu near modern Pondicherry. Along with a hoard of Roman
coins, they found residential quarters, warehouses, docks and fortifications. Other sites have been found along
the east coast and west coast, suggesting a network of linked trading outposts.

5.

What specific role did coinage play in facilitating economic growth in this period? What did coinage replace
and why?

6.

Over the course of this period, we can trace a widening separation between courtly culture and popular culture.
Contributing factors to this division include the increasing use of writing, the spread of urbanism and the
expanding authority of the state.

7.

The history of the heterodox religions, Buddhism and Jainism, share many elements. They both developed out
of early Hinduism in the 6th c. BCE; both were founded by an historical figure; and both challenged the
religious beliefs of the time. However, their later histories are radically different. Although Buddhism became
a major social and political force in India until about 1000 CE, thereafter it declined and is a negligible presence
today. Outside India, however, in Southeast Asia, Buddhism wields the power it once had in India. Jainism, on
the other hand, never gained the popularity that Buddhism did, but it also never lost the small status it did gain.

8.

Early Buddhist art contains some of the finest examples of visual representation anywhere in the world. The
earliest pieces, however, are aniconic, that is, they did not show the figure of the Buddha. This aniconism was
consistent with the extreme austerity of the early Buddhist tradition. Within two centuries this changed, and
artists created delicate, sensual representations of the Buddha and other figures. What can account for this shift
in thinking and practice?

Texts
1.

Ashokan rock edict at Kalinga, 262-261 BCE (?)

‘Beloved-of-the-Gods [Buddha] says…I wish to see that everything I consider to be proper is carried out in the right
way...
All men are my children. What I desire for my own children, and I desire their welfare and happiness both in this
world and the next, that I desire for all men. You do not understand to what extent I desire this, and if some of you
do understand, you do not understand the full extent of my desire.
You must attend to this matter. While being completely law-abiding, some people are imprisoned, treated harshly
and even killed without cause so that many people suffer. Therefore your aim should be to act with impartiality. It is
because of these things -- envy, anger, cruelty, hate, indifference, laziness or tiredness -- that such a thing does not
happen. Therefore your aim should be: May these things not be in me. And the root of this is non-anger and
patience…Great fruit will result from doing your duty, while failing in it will result in gaining neither heaven nor the
king's pleasure….
This edict is to be listened to on Tisa day, between Tisa days, and on other suitable occasions, it should be listened
to even by a single person…’
2. South Indian rock inscription (c. 100 CE)
‘Cave-shelter gifted by Atiyan Netuman Anci, the Satyaputra [king’s title].’
3. Sanchi inscription of Chandragupta II (c. 412 CE)
‘Perfection has been attained! To the community of the faithful in the holy great monastery, in which the organs of
sense have been subdued by the virtues of (good) character, religious meditation, and wisdom…which has come
together from the four quarters of the world (and) which is the abode of most excellent monks, having prostrated
himself in an assembly of five persons, Amrakârdava the son of Undâna, whose means of subsistence have been
made comfortable by the favour of the feet of the glorious Chandragupta (II.) …From [the interest of the money]
given by him, with half, as long as the moon and the sun (endure), let five monks be fed, and let a lamp burn in the
jewel-house, for the perfection of all the virtues of….the glorious Chandragupta (II.)…’

